A chromosome 14 risk locus for simple phobia: results from a genomewide linkage scan.
We conducted a 10 centimorgan (cM) linkage genome scan in a set of American extended pedigrees ascertained through probands with panic disorder. Several anxiety disorders segregate in these families. In this article, we describe results for simple phobia from 14 of these families (including 129 subjects of whom 57 are affected). A total of 422 markers were genotyped. Multipoint lod score analyses (fully parametric and simple parametric models) and nonparametric analyses were completed using ALLEGRO. We observed significant linkage of simple phobia to chromosome 14 markers. The highest lod score under a fully parametric model was 3.17, at marker D14S75, under a dominant model. Under a fully parametric recessive model, the maximum lod score, also at D14S75, was 2.86. Analysis under a simple parametric model resulted in lod scores of 3.70 (dominant model) or 3.30 (recessive model). The highest Zlr score observed was 3.93 (P = 4.1 x 10(-5)). The Zlr score was >1 for an extensive region, >77 cM. In all, 12 of the 14 families studied provided positive or zero lod scores at marker D14S75 (dominant model). The homologous genomic region has been implicated by studies mapping quantitative trait loci for a mouse model of fear. The linkage peak may be regarded as highly promising, owing to the breadth of the peak, the convergence of results under different models of inheritance and different analysis methods, and the support from an animal model. This is the first genome scan linkage study for simple phobia, a common disorder that causes high morbidity in the US population.